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PREFACE 
---
The primary reason for making this research study on "Sinkholes 
in Florida and Their Effect on J;.Ian 1 s Environment", is an interest in 
learning more about this somewhat unique phenomenon and how it is likely 
to affect man in the future, particularly here in Central Florida. This 
is significant at this time in view of the large number of existing sink 
holes, the frequency of occurrence, the projected population and eco-
nomic growth, and the possible impact this growth may have on future 
sinkhole occurrences. 
The research concentrated on possible causes, effects, fre-
quenci~c? l~rati0ns and means of predicting future sinkhole deve~opme 
There is a large amount of published material on possible causes, in-
eluding general agreement on some fundamental aspects. There is con-
troversy however, among qualified experts on some of the finer points. 
"The research revealed a small amount of data on effects and very little 
organized activity to collect and evaluate data on all known sinkholes 
as to locatio~, frequency of occurrence, conditions found at the site , 
and known geological data pertaining to the. area. Descriptive data on 
conditions is expected to include diameter, depth, size of the opening 
in the limestone and, if possible, characteristics of the cavern, in-
eluding "tvhether or not limestone debris was found . Several studies on 
possible means of predicting potential s inkhole activity ere found. 
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IN-TlWDUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research study is to collect and pres ent 
data that will be useful in creating an awareness and active c oncern 
about the possible i.Ip.pact of sinkholes on man's environment and to 
help in some way to stimulate the interests of others toward f inding 
sufficient data and evaluating it so that mankind can gain enough know-
ledge to effectively cope with this natural phenomenon and reduc e the 
probability of bad effects on the environment. 
Scope 
This study includes discussions of theories on how sinkholes 
and underground caverns are formed, examples of adverse effecL S upon 
man ' s environment, location of some significant sinkholes, an a nalysis 
of a sampling of knmm sinkholes 'tvhich occurred in Orange County and 
Seminole County during an el even year period, and inf orma tion on t ech-
niques being used and under study in an att empt to predict sinkho l e 
activity. In addition, the writer fur nishes opinions based on this 
study and recommend s further actions to b e taken. 
Discuss ion of Ka r st Topogr aphy 
In Kar s t, Yugosl avia , on t he eastern side of the Adria tic Sea , 
the limest one. rocks are honeycombed by tunn ls and openings d issolved 
out by ground "tva ter '>vith much of the drainare und rground . There a r e 
ma ny large si kh ol es , some of them are five and s i x hundred f C! -t deep . 
====== - -- ==-==~F=== 
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Numerous valley.s are streamless and those that have streams often end 
abruptly where the streams plunge into the underground tunnels and ca-
verns, sometimes to reappear as springs at another location. Irregular 
topography of this kind, developed by solution of surface and ground 
waters, is known as karst topography, after this type region. 
In the United States there are karst regions in central Tennes-
see, Kentucky, southern Indiana, Alabama , Florida and Texas as reported 
by Fla~vn (1970). In addition, there are known instances of sinkholes 
in Ohio and Pennsylvania (Leggett , 1962) and also in New Mexico (Shelter 
1966). Leggett (1962) describes some sinkholes of unusual size, such 
as Culpepper's Dish ( in England ) which is 600 feet in diameter and 150 
feet deep with sloping sides and in Jamaica ·, in the Cockpit Country 
v-?here there ar~ si.nkho1-?s u;::> to c:oo fP.2t :in d pth. 
While there are many similarities in various karst areas, there 
are also distinc.t differences such as those described in Flor ida Depart-
ment of Natural Resources- Bulletin No . 41 (1958). This account em-
phasizes that the Lake Region. in Florida has no counterpart in North 
America, for although a feH small sinkhole lakes are found in other 
regions of ka~st topography, nowhere is there such an extensive zone 
of closely spaced solution-basin lakes. A .logical explanation is pre-
sented to shovJ l;·7hy Florida karst is different from lr~rst r egions else-
v7here in the United States. In the Florida karst region l;·7her ·~ lakes are 
very co~non , there is a predominately permeable sandy surface, but in 
other karst country where the limestones are covered dth tig· t resid-
ual clay soils the lak s are not as numberous nor as large . 
I 
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The Ken~ucky karst country is covered with a r sidual limestone 
soil. The surface runoff is high and the infiltration is low by com-
parison with the sandy Coastal - Plain. There is little overland flow 
into sinkholes in Florida, but instead the water seeps through the sand 
as the rain falls. It then flows horizontally to the sinks underground. 
In regions of tight residual limestone soils the water table is low, 
not only due to the relief, but also due to the greater runoff by over-
land flow directly to sinkholes and thence, through caverns to surface 
streams. Thus the dead zones of air-filled cav~rns prevent widespread 
development of lakes. 
Sinkholes are con~on in Orange County, Florida, largely due to 
the geological conditions in the area. The -formations underlying - Oran~ 
;. County include th~ Ocala limestone (of Eocene Age) $ the Hawthorn and 
Choctawhatchee formations (of Miocene Age), and undifferentiated 
Pleistocene and i'ecent material. The Ocala limestone is the oldest 
formation penetrated by most wells in the county and is underlain by 
undifferentiated Eocene and Cretaceous sediments. Well records indi-
cate that the top of the Ocala is from 100 to 150 feet beneath the sur-
face. The Oc~la is almost pure limestone and parts of it are porous 
and contain solution channels that permit ~ree circulation of ground 
water. (See Figure 1 for typical cross section depicting sinkhole for-
mations in Florida (Ardaman, 1969).) 
The Ocala limestone is overlain unconformably by the ~Lm.;thorn 
formation, which consists of clay, sand, and marl . The Ha1th.Jrn is 
overlain by unconsolidated younger material, consisting principally of 
J 
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Fig . 1.-- Typical cross section of Flor ida karst topography. 
Taken from article by AJ~daman (1969). 
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sand and clay, which lie at or near the surface 
of Natural Resources - Bulletin No . 11, 1933J 
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(Florida Department 
The Avon Park limestone formation is generally below the 
Ocala formation. The Ocala formation is rat ed as having a "moderately 
high transmissibility11 and the Avon Park formation is rated, 11overall 
transmissibility very high11 • Many lB;rge capacity wells dra\v from the 
latter fromation, and there are a large number of wells in the Ocala 
formation also (Florida Department of Natural Resources - Report of 
Investigation No. 50, 1968.) 
The interior of Florida is being carried into the ocean 
through Silver Springs at the rate of 890 pounds per minute, or 600 
tons per day. This is based on a flmv of 3 68, 913 gpm and 27 4 ppm of 
dissolved solids. The rates of solids removeci by six other .s treams are 
shown in Table 1 (Florida Department of Natural Resources - Sixth 
Annual Report, 1914). 
I. 
TABLE 1 
TOTAL SOLIDS REMOVED IN SOLUTION BY SIX 
SPRINGS IN CENTRAL FLORIDA 
Name 
of Spring 
Blue 
Blue 
Ichetucknee 
Newland 
Weekiewachee 
White Sulphur 
Suwannee 
County 
Marion 
Levy 
Columbia 
Suwannee 
Hernando 
Hamilton 
Smvannee 
Solids Removed 
(lbs ./day) 
469,698 
59,040 
457,056 
210,150 
273,360 
64,774 
78,816 
The above table is an excerpt of data contained in a 
tabulation shown in Sellards report entitled, "Some 
Florida Lakes and Lake Basins" as included in the 
Florida Geological Survey - Sixth Annual Report, 1914~ 
p. 123. It lists the estimated amount of solids dis-
solved in the water flowing from the corresponding 
springs. Reference listed under "Florida Department 
of Natural Resources". 
6 
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THEORIES ON FOID·~TION OF Sit~ZHOLES 
General 
One of the earliest accounts of sinkholes and their formation 
was by Sellards in 1909. His major findings may be sutnmarized as 
follows: (See Second Annual Report, Florida G.S. 1909) 
a ) The topography of the "Lake Region11 is typical of those 
limestone areas which have been sufficiently elevated to permit the 
formation of large underground streams. · Sellards stated that in order 
to understand the origin of sinkholes it is necessary to consi~er the 
1 development of the underground drainage. 
;. 
b) The region is underlain, "at no great depth", by several 
hundred feet of porous limestone of Vicksburg Age. \4here surface water 
bearing carbonic acid (derived from decaying organic matter and solu-
tion 'tvith carbon dioxide in the air) enters the rock, it gradually dis-
solves the limestone and thus forms underground channels. 
c ) A large amount of mineral matter is carried off by ground 
\.;rater to the surface, into rivers and tran~ported to sea. Sellards es-
timated that Silver Spring brought 340 pounds of mineral matter per 
minute to the surface. ( 1ote- this is considerably less than the esti 
mated amount reported in the Sixth Annual Report, discussed earlier in 
this study~ The estimated average mineral content of the spring \vater 
was 219 ppm and on t1e assumption that about one-half of the rainfall 
entered the arth and later removed this Bmoun t of ma tcrial, :=.t -v1as 
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concluded that this rate of solution was sufficient to remove, from the 
limestone section of Florida , about 400 tons per square mile annually . 
If evenly distributed this would lower the surface of the limestone 
about one foot in five or six thousand year s . The concentration of 
this solution along certain beds or channels of active circulation 
would permit the formation of large und erground passages in a compara-
tively short period of geological time. 
d) Sellards' theory on sinkhole formation in Florida was : 
i) Channel s develop into large.caverns, sometimes hundreds 
of feet in diameter and several miles long. ~he level 
surface and porous soil favor the development of 
caverns because most of the rainfall sinks into the 
earth instead of flowing off over he surfaee . 
ii) As solution progressed, the cavern roof s weakened at 
various points and collapsed, forming sinkhol s. 
Collapse of Cavern Roofs 
The fund amental concept that some sinkholes can resul ·c from 
collapse of cavern roofs is genera.lly accepted by geologists and engin-
eers . It is also recognized that o ther factors enter into such col-
lapse. Some authorities also feel that the level of the "tvater t able , 
the type and thickness of the overburden, and the water level ba s ed on 
piezometric pressure can contribute toward collapse of cavern roo f s . 
Ardaman (1969) indicated that a drop in the piezometric pres s·.1 r e of the 
water level by an amount of 20 f eet is compar able to a sur face l oading 
of 1, 200 pounds per squa r e foo t and a drop in the l evel of tne \-Ta t er 
r:.able to a.d.dinrr aoo t-bcr soo_ poun...l~s._pc~r:::..=-::::-:=-:::--::;.....(,- ===-
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square foot. He, further stated, '-'Though not always true, in a majority 
of cases, this differential that occurs during the months of April and 
Hay, is the prime reason \ve develop sinkhol es-..,..simply because the roof 
over the million year old cavity is not capable of supporting 1,700 
S f II p. . . (Ardaman 1969, p. 9). 
Solution Pipes or Small Openings . 
There is very little published data on "solution pipes" or 
small openings as related to sinkholes. Some interesting info~ation 
was reviewed indicating that sinkholes may occur without collapse of 
cavern roofs . 
A sinkhole can be formed by gradual infiltration of sand 
through a small opening or "tunnel". This is illustrated by t he forma-
tion of a sinkhole in Canton Street in Hinter PaTk in April 1951. The 
sink was first noted as a depression in the graded road . By tne follow 
ing day a hole about six feet in diameter had formed. In the next t wo 
days the hole gradually increased in size to about 60 feet in diameter 
and 15 fe e t i~ depth (Florida Department of Natural Resources - Report 
of Investigation No. 50, 1968). 
'
1Natura l \·Jells " and 'tsolution Pipes 1-' · are defined as small 
vertical openings in the limestone? extending as much as 100 feet long . 
Since artesian wa t er is under pressure and is charged with natural 
acid, the \va ter will t end to move upward and by further soluU on activ-
ity in the limestone, new crevices or channels may develop . This may 
be :(acilitated by the increased porosity and solubility of thli": lime-
s t one nearer the ground surfa -·e (Florida Department of ~atural Resourc .. 
==it===========--=======fr==:'l 
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Bulletin 33, 1951). Observations made of some sinkholes in Florida 
indicate that instead of roo £ collapse it appeared that the soil moved 
throu gh small openings Hhich may possibly have been " solution pipes". 
In many cases small round, smooth openings \vere observed. It was indi-
cat ed that an opening as small as four inches in diameter in the lime-
stone , over a cavern of suf f ic.ient size and with 75 feet of overburden 
consisting of loose sand, can result in a sinkhole 75 feet in diameter . 
Impact of Man on Sinkhole Occurrence 
Most of the conditions for the development of sinkhol ~ s result 
from processes of nature and thereforei it is presumed they already 
exist in some form prior to man's role ~n - assisting sinkhole develop-
ment . Some of the \·Jays in 1vhich man can hasten the occurrenc 2 of a 
sinkhole appear to be by penetrating the limestone roofs over caverns 
and by causing' significant lowering of the water table . 
Sinkholes have been known to result from well drilling opera-
tions and from core drilling. An example of a sinkhole occur.ring durlig 
a well drilling operation is one that developed in Pine Hills in the 
vicinity of Orlando on August 24, 1970 (Orlando Sentinel, 1970). In 
o ther instances involying core drilling? c:avern roofs have been broken 
su:t:ficiently to allow sinkholes to dcyelop rap idly and \•lith little 
warning .. 
Man can also contribute to sinkhole occurrence sooner than it 
may otherwise occur by lowering the water table. This can be brought 
about by increasing the amount of water consumption or modifying the 
surface so as to increase the runoff and thereby restrictjng the 
11 
capability for recharging the aquifer . . This is especially applicable 
where rainfall is the primary means for rech~rging the aquifer. The 
impact of lowering the \.;rater table as pertains to sinkhole occurrence 
is discussed in a subsequent section of this paper and was briefly men-
tioned earlier (Ardaman, 1969 and Leggett, 1962) 
·--~ 
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THEORIES ON FORMATION OF CAVE~~S 
General 
There are many differences of opinion among lead ing ex erts in 
the field of geology on how caverns are formed . They agree that solu-
tion took place, but they do not agree on where it happ ened . They also 
seem to disagree on hmv the ground \vater flows through the limes tone 
enroute to a surface ou tlet. 
Two-Cycle Hypothesis 
This theory is attributed to W. M. Davis in an account by 
Thrailkill (1968). Prior to 1930 when Davis . presented his paper, most 
explanations on cave formation held that caves were dissolved in lime-
stone -meteoric water which descended from the surface, mainly along 
joints, and then flowed laterally to the valley of a surface s tr eam. 
The lateral flow was implied t o be on a l ess permeable (or les s soluble) 
bed or along the top of the water table. 
In 1930 Davis published his classic paper on the origin of 
limes tone caves . He suggested that because most caves are the sites of 
deposition rather than solution , they may have been formed in an environ 
ment different from their present one . Because he \vas convinced that 
the caves were full of \vater ~7hen formed , he proposed that such caves 
were excavated in the phreatic zone. The decline in the water table 
since their formation -.;.;ras ascribed to rejuvenation, and thus such cav s 
were considered to have been formed in an earlier geomorpholobic cycle. 
.I 
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Vado se Water Theory 
This is considered to be a modification of the prevalent think-
ing before Davis presented his paper in 1930. S\vinnerton is a leading 
proponent of this theory . He placed great emphasis on the controlling 
factor of the water table and attributed cavern solution essentially to 
laterally flowing water at the level of the water table. He presented 
his theory to the Geological Society of America in 1928: 
In the simplest case precipitation passes more or less 
directly downward through the openings in the rock to the 
\.Jater table and then moves laterally in the fluctuating tc,p 
of the water table into the surface drainage channels. IL-
significant caves may occur both above and below the ~vater 
table as temporary phases of the adjustment of subsurface 
flow to the level of the surface stream? . ... (Swinnerton 1932). 
Hatson also supported this theory~ emphasizing that water coming 
fresh from the surface has much carbonic acid and attacks the limestone 
about the point of entrance. As it flows farther from the entrance it 
eventually becomes saturated and loses capa,bilities to dissolve rock 
(Swinnerton 1932). 
Davis is of the opinion that Swinnerton's theory fail s to expl · 
a ) Integrated subsurface drainage systems, 
b) Vertical and horizontal passages, including multiple networ 
passages, 
c) Offshore dra inage outlets such as the fresh water springs 
off the coast of Florida > 
d) The roof solution suggested by smooth ceiling mar kings in 
many caves. 
~======~=============·~=-~-==~==*===== 
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Davis considers the Two-Cycle hypothesis 'tvill explain and correlate 
these observations (Swinnerton 1932) . 
Others 
Roger Rhoades and M. N. Sinacori stress that initial flmv 
through homogeneous soluble materials from an elevated water surface to 
a lower point of discharge vlill take place along curved paths which 
descend below the point of discharge before coming upward to the point 
of discharge. They indicate solut-ion \vill initially be more effe:.ctive 
along shorter paths and that continued solution lowers the water table 
and leads to progressive concentration of flm.;r and solution at the 
higher levels and a reduced flow at greater depths (Rhoades 1941). In 
addition, they conclude that solution would be greatest where flmv is 
most concentrated and that cave development began at a point of out-
flow to a stream and progressed horizontally away from the stre8m, with 
the flow lines adjusting continuously to an outflow (Thrailkill 1968). 
For illustration on some of the theories expressed in Th;.ail-
kill's paper, see Figure 2. Also see reference (Rhoades 1941). 
~==================================================== -====~~==== 
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Fig. 2.--Patterns of ground water flow in limestone 
. (Thrailkill 1968). 
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LOWERING THE WATER TABLE- CAN AFFECT SINKHOLE ACTIVITY 
Experience in Pennsylvania 
An example of how sinkhole activity can be affected by lowering 
of the water lable is indicated by the experience in the vicinity of 
Hershey, Pennsylvania, by Leggett (1962) and Davis and DeWiest (1967). 
According to Leggett, the Hershey Valley is underlain by an Ordovician 
limestone of the Beekmantown formation . A stone company had been 
operating a quarry in the area for many years and had pumped ~rater from 
the working level at the rate of 3,500 gpm without serious effect . 
Then in May 1949, the company suddenly increased its pumping rate to 
6,500 gpm in its "lm.;er workings " . \,-Jithin a short time, ground vmter 
levels were affected to a varying degree throughout an area of ten 
square miles. Over 100 sinkholes developed; some with serious effect. 
After a successful recharging and grouting operation around t he quarry, 
ground-water conditions in the area were effectively restored by Nay, 
1950 (Leggett, 1962). 
Theory on Surface Loading 
As mentioned earlier in the discussion on collapse of cavern 
roofs Ardaman (1969) indicated that lowering of the vlater table could 
add a "fictic ious " load expressed in pounds per square foot to the sur-
face of the ground. This "ficticious " load is the increase in effectiv 
pressure which is caus ed by removing the buoyancy effect of the v1ater. 
The unit weight for a wet sand soil, not submerged, could be assumed to 
==~==================================================-~=-=-========~=== 
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be 125 l b s ./cu.ft . Under buoyant conditions t he effective unit weight 
would be 125 - 62.5 or 62.5 lbs. / cu . ft . Thus a lowering of the water 
- . -
table will cause an increase in effective unit weight of approximately 
62 . 5 lbs ./cu.ft . for each foot the water table is lowered . If the 
water table is lowered eight feet this 1..rill result in an effective 
pressure increase of 8 x 62.5 = 500 pounds per square foot of surface 
involved . 
Analysis Ba~ed on Sampling of Sinkhole 
Ano t her example of possible effect of lovJering of the water 
table on sinkhole occurrence can be found in the results of the analysis 
of data based on a limited sampling of sinkholes that occurred in the 
vicinity of Orange and Semino l e Counties over an eleven year period. 
The analysis is covered in another section of this study . 
==~==================================7.===========··==-~======~==== 
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EFFECTS ON 11AN'S ENVIRONMENT 
General 
While there are many bad effects Hhich can result from sinkholes 
such as property damage and contamination of water sources, there are 
also some good effects, including the aesthetic, recreational, and food 
values of lakes caused by sinkholes and the capability of some sinkholes 
to recharge the aquifers. It is s_uggested that whiJe man is enjoying th 
good effects of sinkholes that adequate attention be given to the detri-
mental effects and the · need for more knowledge about sinkholes so that 
the adverse impact can be reduced to a minimum. 
Property Damage 
There are many instances of property damage resulting from sink-
holes. Houses are damaged and destroyed, roads are badly damaged, and 
the foundations of structures can be adversely affected by sinkhole 
activity. Open areas can also sustain property damage from sinkholes . 
Examples illustrating some of these types of damage are discu ssed by 
Flawn (1970, p. 40, 41). They include: 
a) Five houses were damage in the Pine Hills a r ea "~;vest of 
Orlando, Florida , early in 1961 by the collapse of a large sinkhole 
covering about 40 acres. 
b) A sinkhole 60 feet deep developed at th e corner of Baker 
and Austin Streets in Bar two, Florida , and endangered t1;vo res :_dences in 
May, 1963 . 
~~F======~-=======~==~~==================================-~=======#== 
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c ) Part of U. S. Highway 19 and an adjacent building at the 
northern limits of Chiefland, Florida, 1;.;ere damaged by a sinkhole about 
50 feet in diameter in October, - 1~64. 
~) In Casselberry, Florida, one house was destroyed and three 
were damaged by development of a sinkhole about 80 feet in diameter and 
20 feet deep; cracks extended about 200 feet from the sinkhole . This 
occurred in Nay of 1965. 
e ) In Lexington, Kentucky, a cement truck dropped 12 fee t into 
a limestone cavern while pouring the foundation for a house. 
f) Collapse of a cavern in Ordovician Limes tone (Ne1;vHla and 
Longvie\v formations) near Leeds, Alabama , resulted in damage t.o a fou 
tion under construction for a cement plant. 
Based on the concern about property damage which can result 
from sinkholes, the State of Florida law now requires that, '\:!very 
insurer authorized to transact property insurance in Florida shall be 
required to provide coverage for insurable sinkhole losses on dwellings 
of four families or less, including contents of personal property con-
tained therein if requ ested by the o"mer or lienholder of suc l proper-
ty." (Florida. Order Adopting Plan and Promulgating Rule~Relating 
to Sinkhole Insurance; Risk Apportionment Plan Sec . 5-?.:. --1 (rov. 
1969) 
The insurance rates from $.25 to $.06 per $100 value among four 
different zones. This indicates a difference ii risk, v-1hj ch in turn 
may b inferr ~d to indicate a differenc e jn pr.obabiJity of s jnk ole 
==#=====-=-=-...::;:;-=-=-===-=~=-=--=-=--=------
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occurrence in the separate zones. Based on the foregoing assumption it 
appears appropriate to list the counties in the higher rated zon s: 
They are: 
a ) The zone with the highest rates include: Alachua, Hardee, 
Hillsborough, Lake, Orange, Pinellas, Polk, and Seminole Count i es. 
b ) The zone with the next highest rates include: Citr us, Dixie 
Gilchrist, Hernando, Jackson, Lafayette, Leon, Levy, Marlon, S1JWannee , 
Taylor, Hakulla, and ~~ashington Counties. 
c ) The zone with the next highest rates include: Braiford, 
Calhoun, Hamilton, Highlands, Holmes, Jefferson, Okaloosa, Osceola, 
Putnam, Union, Volusia, and \,Jalton Counties. 
d ) The last zone includes the balance of the State. (Florida 
Sinkhole Insurance ~lan., Feb., 1970) 
Possible Sources of Contamination Due to Sinkholes 
One of the main hazards of sinkholes other than the da mage they 
do when they occur is the potential for contamina ting water supplies 
with disease bacteria, organic wastes, chemlca l Hastes, and t oxic pollu-
tants ( including pesticides). \.Jetterhall s_tates; "Wher e thE: wa t er 
table is higher than the piezomet r i c surfa~e of t he art es i an c quifer , 
water may move dm.v-rn..rard int o the artesian a quifer. Such rechc.rge of 
the aquif er can take place either through sinks tha t penetrate the con-
fining beds or by per cola tion t hrough the confining beds . 11 (l'lorida 
Departmen t of Na tural Resources--Report of lnvestjgation No. ]9 , 1965 , 
p. 7, 8.) Heinzer points out , "Thus a sand deposit assures rt!lat jve 
=:::F===== ================--=--==--=-====--=-=-=---====--:=tt:=--
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safety, whereas a cavernous limestone may furnish no protection against 
pollution." (1950, p. 166) 
An example of the use of -sinkholes for disposal of wastewater is 
cited by Leggett (1962). In Bellevue, Ohio, there were approximately 
1,500 sinkholes used for the disposal of all the town's sewage and 
drainage. As a result of a cloudburst the underground drainage filled 
and then overflowed spouting geysers 115 to 20 feet high covering the 
streets with wastewater. This happened in 1937 and in 1946 tte Ohio 
Water Resources Board ruled that the use of any well for disposal of 
sewage or other material considered deleterious to the potable under -
ground water vlas to be prohibited in Ohio. 
An account was published by the Florida Geological Survey in 
1933 on the use of U~ ·.•;:. l' -l·l;c, Q.=> -\,;ol1 C> l' Yi O•r l ,;;-l .,4Q .l...C r " · ri 1-::> -i n::>rrC. o -f 11 c·u•y f arc. _ ....... -"""'"o ...... ·----'-...... J.... ...... ~ -~ ...; ____ ... _ - "' o - - I.J -- --
water" and "se\.Jage", in large quantities, into the Ocala limestone. It 
points out that many of the -;;..;rells are located in sinkholes or other 
depressions and emphasizes that the water in the limestone is subject 
to contamination (Florida Department of Natural Resources--Bul letin 
No. 11, 1933). In this same reference an opinion is expressed, based 
on the impervious nature of the Hawthorn formation, which over lies the 
Ocala limestone, that only a comparatively' small amount of sur face 
water reaches the Ocala limestone locally except through sink1o les and 
drainage wells. 
The Florida State Bureau of Geology s tresses tha t the use o f 
sinkholes or drainage \vcll s to d ispose of s evmge or surplus s·1rfac e 
\vater constitutes a threa t to supply wells drmving v1a t er f r om the 
limes tone . I t r f er s lo a ota l (e:d.1.;L · n6 a t that t i me ) of ~.3 2 
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drainage wells. Of these there were 18 sanitary wells in Orlando and 
vicinity; 17 owned by the City of Orlando, "are used to drain septic 
tanks at eleven scattered localities in the city." According to this 
report some of the sanitary wells range in depth from 231 to 863 feet 
and casings range in size from eight to 12 inches (Florida Department 
of Natural Resources. Report of Investigation No. 5, 194LJ.). 
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LOCATION OF SOME SIGNIFICANT SINKHOLES IN FLORIDA 
- - -
General 
There is a lack of publications containing comprehensive data o 
location and characteristics of significant sinkholes in Florida. This 
applies to recent ones as well as those which apparently occurred long 
ago. This section will discuss some of the sinkholes which are mention-
ed in some of the available research mat er ial. See Figure 3 for typical 
cross section of an artesian lake (Fla . Dept. of Natural Resources--
Info. Cir. 47, 1965). 
Sinkholes in Lakes and Basins 
In the Sixth Annual Report o£ the Flor i4a Geological Survey 
(1914) numerous sinkholes are descr ibed along with the l akes and basins 
with which they are connected. Some major ones are: 
a) Lake Iamonia is in Leon County and is from one to one and 
one-half miles wide and twelve to thirteen miles long. A l arge sink-
hole through which the vmter in the lake escapes is located on the 
north border . . It is 50 feet deep and i s near an abrupt bluff of about 
30 fe et. A large number of smaller sinkholes occur in the vicinity of 
this sinkhole. Sellards states, "The formation o:i these is doubtless 
due, as previously stated , to the fact that the water entering the 
drainage sink spreads laterally in the underlying limestone and dis-
solves the rock rapidly. The result is the formation by subsidence of 
numerous sinks adjacent t o the drainage sink. The presence of these I 
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Fig . 3.--Typical cross section of an artesian lake. 
Taken from Information Circu l ar No . 47, p . 9. (Ref. Fla . 
Dept . of Natural Resources, 1965). 
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sinks also indicates the manner of enlargement of the lake basin , and 
indicates the direction of the most rapid enlargement at the present 
time . " 
b) Lake Jackson is · in the western part of Leon County. It is 
irregular in shape and covers about 4,500 acres. There are several 
sinkholes in the southern part of the lake along an " indefinitely de-
fined broad depression" and it was noted that a new sink, 25 feet deep, 
occurred in 1907 along that line. Occasionally these sinkholes become 
unplugged and drain the lake. 
c ) In Lake Lafayette there is a sinkhole 75 feet deep near a 
bluff and another one nearby indicating the direction of enlargment of 
the lake basin by subsidence, due to underground solution. The lake is 
in the eas tern ~art of Leon County. 
d) In Lake Miccosukee,, between Leon and Jefferson Counties 
there is one large sinkhole and several small ones near the northwes t 
corner, bordered by a bluff, 75 t o 100 feet high. Some water escapes 
through this sinkhole at an estimated rate of from 200 to 1,000 gallons 
per minute. Water also escapes through a series of sinkholes along 
Mill Creek toward the south. 
e) There is a sinkhole in Alligator Lake, in Columbia County, 
through which lake water escapes and as a resul t it occasional ly beco1~ 
a prairie . 
f) Water flowing from Newnan ' s Lake into Alachua LaY.~ (or 
Payne's Prairie) enters sinkholes, which are surrounded by bluffs , 
30 to 40 feet high, at a r ate , estimated in 1907 of 20,000 gallons per I I 
I 
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minute. When the drainage sinkholes become clogged a lake is formed 
and remains as such until it becomes unclo gged, maybe several year s 
later. Sellards references earlier accounts of "Ala chua Lake " includ-
ing: Bartram in 1776, who noted that "Alachua Savannah" was a grazing 
ground for cattle belonging to the Indians ; Jame s Pierc e in 1824 ; Dr. 
E. A. Smith in 1880, who observed . it as a lake; and Dr . W. H. Dall of 
the U. S. Geological Survey, who gave an interesting account of the 
lake. Apparently, visitors used to thrm¥ logs into the sinkhole and 
watch them float to the center and disappear in a whirlpool. The out-
let became clogged and a lake ~vas formed in 187 3 after a series of 
heavy rains. The lake supported an active steamer traffic fo r several 
years until it became dry again in 1891, drained by the unclogged sink-
holes. Only small pools remained . 
Sinkholes in West Central Florida 
In a report entitled, "Reconnaiscance of Springs and Sinks in 
\..Jest-Central Florida", several large sinkholes in tha t area a re de-
scribed (Florida Department of Natural Resources--Report of I nves tiga-
tion No. 39, 1965). 
a) A numbering system is establ ished for springs and sinkholes 
based on location and the order in \vhich fhey were inventoried withi n a 
minute of latitude and longitude . It i s si1nilar t o the system fo r 
number ing wells exc ept tha t an a lphabetical des ignat ion i s used t o de-
note the ord er in v.rhich t hey were inventoried. For instance , Hell No . 
827-131-3 was t he thi r d Hell i nventoried in the one-minut e quadrangle 
north of 28° 27' parallel of l atitude and wes t of 81° 31 1 meridian of 
• tude_..___ -----· c..::--=-·=--======= == ::=:====#== 
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b ) Lake Tarpon Sink (807-244-B) is in Lake Tarpon and connects 
the lake with Tarpon Springs through an und~rground conduit. It is 
about 250 feet by 300 feet and tne-west and south sides slope moderatel 
for about 40 feet then steeply toward a small vertical hole about 20 
feet deep below general bottom depth of 95 feet below mean sea level 
(Location--Pinellas County). Flow approached "200 to 150 cfs''. 
c) Blue Sink (805-246-A) is also located in Pinellas County. 
It is about 80 feet in diameter. The bottom slopes irregularly toward 
a vertical hole about 15 feet in diameter in a rock ledge. Below the 
rock ledge the hole expands to an undetermined diameter (a diver esti-
mated 50 feet) to a depth of 111 feet. As much as 1,000 gpm has been 
pumped for a week without appreciable lm.;rering of the "tvater level. 
d) Knights ~iak (807 - 244-A) in Pinellas County is about 100 
feet long and 80 feet wide. Sides are fairly steep from the top of the 
ridge that surrounds the sink to a depth of from one to 20 feet below 
the water surface. A nearly vertical hole extends from the rim to a 
depth of 60 ~eet. The flow is small. 
e) Rocky Sink (816-239-A) in Pasco County is about 125 feet in 
diamet er and 52 feet deep below the water surface at a stage of 13 feet 
above mean sea level. Flow has been measured at between 14.5 and 26 
cfs. It drains five lakes and a sv1ampy area . 
f) Bear Sink (819-240-A) in Pasco County is about 100 feet wid 
and 150 feet long. Maximum depth is about 30 feet. At normal stage 
the sink drains an estimated 10 to 15 cfs and at three feet above 
normal it was estimated to be 41.4 cfs. It is sed to drain several 
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g) Round Sink (820-241-A) in Pasco County is about 100 feet in 
diameter. The sides are nearly vertical from the top of the bank to a 
depth of 20 to 40 feet. Near the~enter of the sink a vertical pipe or 
chimney about 20 feet in diameter bottoms at 60 feet. The cro ss sec-
tional area of the conduit is estimated to be about 80 squar e feet . It 
drains the overflow from Bear Sink. 
h) Hazel Sink (820-242-A) in Pasco County is about 250 feet in 
diameter. Just below the \vater surface the bottom slopes erratically 
tmvard the center. A circular opening about. 100 feet in diameter near 
the center of . the sink extends vertically from the irregular rim to a 
depth of 110 to 115 feet. 
Miscellaneous Sinkholes 
Some of these are listed as follows, but no attempt i s made to 
make this a complete list: 
a) Devil's Mill Hopper--Northwest 'of Gainesville--depth is 
approximately 115 feet--rock exposed in walls includes rock from the 
Vicksburg group and from the "Hawthorne" (sic) formation · (Florida De-
partment of Natural Resources--Second Annual Report, 1909). 
b) Devil's Punchbowl--Northeast of Brooksville--a conical 
depression 100 feet in diameter and 50 feet· deep (Florida Depart~ent of 
Natural Resources--Thirteenth Annual Report, 1921). 
c) Kincaid Sinkhole--East of Bartow--125 feet in dianeter and 
100 feet deep; however, there is another 90 feet of water b elo~v the 
100 foot depth. This indicates a total depth of 190 f eet (Ar daman 1969' 
~==~====================================,===============-~~~-====~==== 
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d) Emerald Springs Sinkhole--Winter Park--360 feet in diameter 
and 55 feet in depth to a ledge and continues to about 500 feet in an 
hour glass shape. It is estimated to have occurred in 1880 (Orlando 
Sentinel, 1972). The water level is reported to be 40 feet below that 
of an adjoining lake (Ardaman, 19G9). It is noted from separate sources 
that the overall depth of this . sinkhole is approximately 300 feet or 
over (see Figure 4). 
e) Little Salt Springs Sinkhole--Near North Port Charlotte--
Reported to be of interest to archeologists and is estimated t o be 
about 90 feet .deep to a ledge and another 125 feet to the bott om . Date 
of origin unknown, but some bones removed from the sinkhole are esti-
mated to be 10,000 years old (Orlando Sentinel, 1972). 
f) Tht=:Lt: a.r.:: other sinkhole s mt:ntioued previou.s .... y in t his 
study and 26 mor e are included in an analysis based on a sampling of 
sinkholes which were known to occur in Orange and Seminole Counties 
during the period 1961-1971 (inclusive). The analysis is in a subse-
quent section. 
General 
ANALYSIS OF 'RECENT SINKHOLES IN 
ORANGE AND~EMINOLE COUNTIES 
30 
This analysis is based on a limited sampling of sinkholes which 
have occurred in Orange and Seminole Counties during the eleven year 
period 1961-1971 (inclusive) as recorded by Ardaman and Associates, a 
consulting engineering firm specializing in soil sciences and materials 
testing, located in the Orlando area. As e~plained by the representa-
tive of the f.irm, this list may not be complete because it in•::ludes 
only those known by the firm as having occurred. Other sinkholes may 
have developed in this area during this period. A map \vas furnished 
with 27 sinkholes plotted thereon and information on date of occurrence 
and in some cases dimensions are given. See Figure 4. Based on this 
map and some supplemental data (Ardaman, 1969) and (Fla~rn, 1970) a 
tabulation was made to facilitate the analysis. See Table 2. The 
tabulation includes 26 sinkholes, all but one of these is on the map. 
Another one in Casselberry during .l965 is included as report ed by 
Flavm (1970). Two of those on the map are not within the time frame of 
this study. Also very small sinkholes are neglected. The frequency of 
occurrence was studied and compared with the rainfall data and data on 
water table levels in an attempt to find if any correlation existed . 
There appears to be a reasonable correlation based on this limited 
sampling. However, caution should be exercised in reaching firm con-
elusions until broader sampl~ngs are made and findings reache!d . 
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showing date of occurrence and in some cases the size . This map is only a section of a 
larger map prepared by Ardaman & Assoc iates , entitled, "Recent Sinkhole Activity and 
Their Orientation, Orange County, Florida . ' ' (undated) 
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No. 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
TABLE 2 
TABULATION OF SINKHOLES KNOWN TO HAVE OCCURRED IN 
ORANGE AND SEMINOLE COUNTIES 
Date 
April 21, 1961 
April 23, 1961 
May 12, 1962 
Hay 22, 1962 
May 24, 1962 
February 16, 1963 
May l, 1964 
February 25, 1965 
Hay 9, 1965 
May 15, 1965 
May 15, 1966 
December l , 1966 
December l, 1966 
!-fay 18, 1967 
October 20, 1967 
January 3, 1969 
April 3, 1969 
April 8, 1969 
May 28 , 1969 
Hay 17, 1970 
May 17, 1970 
May 18, 197 0 
August 2.) , 1970 
January 24, 1971 
Hay 2, 1971 
Hay 2 . 1971 
Location . 
Winter Park 
Orange County(West) 
II II II 
l l II 
Seminole County 
Apopka 
Windemere 
Seminole County 
Orange County 
Casselberry 
Semino l e County 
II II 
II II 
Maitland 
II 
Orange County(West) 
11 11 (East) 
Casselberry 
Orange County(East) 
Winderr.ere 
Rock Spring 
Casselberry 
Orlando 
Orange County(West) 
Zellwood 
Cassel berry 
Orang~ County(West) 
Approximate Size 
Diarn . x Depth 
65' 15' 
Depression 
100' 20' 
20' 16' 
10' 9' 
25' 15' 
80' 20' 
300' 25' 
7 5' 10' 
7 5 J 10 I 
40' 15' 
20 I 10 I 
SO' 20' 
Cave in 
Depression 
60' 40' 
Q\ip t b] 3 e c O!ll,.tki., ~ • ~-~-~~~~~~~·~ma~~~~;:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a 1.n IBa.:P==kCJ=ee i:iJ g r 4) ol;-hlit}ed f' ~om,.....A:rdaman & A _ssoc ' I Hl Cl d IJI(:f (J I j[)JI , r , d W JI , I 
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Frequency 
The frequency of occurrence of sinkholes during the period 1961-
1971 is clearly illustrat ed in F~gu_re 5 which shows 14 out of 26 sink-
holes occurring in the month of May . The month with the next l argest 
frequency is April and other months have either one, t\vo or none . 
Based on this data 53 .8 percent of the 26 sinkholes occurred in May . An 
effort was made to determine what if any correlation with water table 
levels exists for the same period. 
Relationships to Hater Level Tab l e s 
Record data on various wells was obtained from the U. S. Geolo-
gical Survey Office in Winter Park, Florida, for review. The data in-
cluded hydrographs of certain wells in dif ferent parts of Orange 
Count:.y. Some wells a.ce in i.:·he Flur idian aquifer and others in the non 
artesian aquifer. 
The hydrographs show an irregular pattern during this period. 
For instance, the cycle of highs and lows \~ithin a given year appears 
to lose significance when there is an overall tr end upward or downward 
over a period of several years. This is illustrated on the hydrographs 
for ·Ylells loca.ted in Southvlest Orange County , near Lake Oliver. In 
comparing the~drographs for two wells in this area, one in t he Flori-
dian aquifer and the other in the nonartesian aquifer, it was apparent 
that the patterns are similar for both. The patterns show a lowering 
trend from March, 1960, to December 1962, with intermittant peaks and 
valleys. The peaks are generally in the latter part of the third 
quarter or early part of the fourth quarter and the valleys are 
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:Based on this limited sampling 
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in May = 14/26 = 53.8% 
(Assuming a sinkhole \vill occur 
during a given year) 
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Fig . 5.--Histogram illustrating frequency of sinkhole occurrence based 
on a limited sampling of known sinkholes occurring in Orange and Seminole 
Counties during the period 1961-1971, i nclusive . (Ref. Table 2 & Fig. 4) 
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usually in the second quarter . The level then trends upward until 
September of 1964, at which time it starts a downward trend until about 
April of 1968 and then starts anether upward trend. The variations 
ranged only slightly more than five feet overall, for both wells. 
Another well, located four miles west of Orlando, dr opp ed 20 f ee t from 
about September of 1960 to about June of 1962. It may be signif icant 
to note that two sinkholes occurred in the area west of Orlando in May, 
1962. One of these was recorded as being 100 feet wide and 20 feet 
deep. The hydrographs discussed above are referenced under U. S. De-
partment of the Interior, Geological Survey, 1961-1971. 
In two wells near Orlando a comparison was made between rainfall 
and water levels. One well was artesian and the other nonarte s i an. Th 
,! - omparison shows 8 dir ect correla~ion and quick r esponse of t he wat er 
table to the amount of rainfall. The rainfall peaked at 12 inches abov 
normal monthly average in July, 1960 and dr?pped below normal monthly 
average in October, 1960, and remained below average until July, 1962, 
except for a few months of very small above average r a inf alls. They 
hydrographs of both wells show a dramatic drop from the latter part of 
1960 to June of 1962. Both wells dropp ed about 20 fee t during tha t 
period and showed a small peak in October in response to the above 
average rainfalls in July and September of 1962 (Flor ida Department of 
Natural Resources . Inf orma tion Circular No . 48 , 1966 , p . 36). 
In summar y , the hydro gr aphs studied a pp eared to b e g nerally 
consist ent in sho\~ing a dis t inc t valley in April , ~~y or J une and a 
f a i rly co ns i s t ent peak in Sep t ember of each year . This seems o cor-
rel a t e wi th t he frequency data discussed earlier . 
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Comparison with Rainfa ll Data 
Rainfall data was obtained from the local Weather Bureau Of fice 
at Herndon Airport in Orlando Flor1aa. The monthly avera ges for the 
eleven year period are generally consistent with the normal monthly 
averages as recorded to date by the weather bureau, with the except ions 
as follows. The normal yearly . ave~age through 1971 was 51.37 inches, 
but the yearly average for the eleven year period was only 47. 90 i nches, 
a drop of 3.47 inches. (See Table 3. ) The normal for February was 
2.42 inches, but for this period it was 4.03·inches. The non1a l for 
April was 3 .42· inches, but the average for this period was only 1.16 
inches. Normally the two months recorded as having the lowest r a infall 
are November and December; but during the eleven year period t he month 
of Apri l -7 8.8 l m .. 1es t f all. The ra i nfall peak i n rl e normal ave_ ag<:: 
occurs in July with eight inches, but for the eleven year period it 
occurred in June \vith 7. 72 inches. In summ{:l.ry, the rainfall i s usually 
lowest at the end of the year and gradually increases to 3.57 inches in 
May (only 2.89 inches for this period). It then incr eases in June and 
generally levles off between six and eight inches through S ept~mber 
when it drops off suddenly. It is difficult to draw va l i d conclusions 
based on rainfall da ta due to the many unkno~vns about what happens 
underground. Obser va tions of da ta i ndicate that rai nfall i s relatively 
light from about November on. This appear s t o correl ate with the low 
water table in May and wi th t he high f requency of sinkhole occurrences 
in May (U. S. Dept. of Commerce , Envir onmental Data Service-- 1961-1971) . 
·i 
Normal Average 
(Thru· '71) 
Average For 
Period 
('61-'71) 
TABLE 3 · 
TABULATION OF SUMMARY RAINFALL DATA, ORLANDO, FLORIDA, FOR COMPARISON 
OF NORMAL AVERAGE WITH AVERAGE FOR ELEVEN YEAR PERIOD 
..(Fr~m Records at ~ffiJ\S--Herndon Airport) 
Months 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr . May June July . Aug. Sep~ . dci . . Nov. Dec. 
2.00 2.42 3.41 3.42 3.57 6.96 8.00 6.94 7.23 3.96 1.57 1.89 
2.43 4 .03 2.99 1.16 2.89 7.72 7.52 6.25 6.36 3.08 1.50 1.97 
Above data expressed in inches of rainfall.· 
Total 
51.37 
47.90 
w 
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CAPABILITY OF PREDICTING SINKHOLE OCCURRENCES 
General 
There does not appear to be a reliable and feasible means of 
predicting when or where sinkholes are likely to occur. There seem to 
be too many unknm-ms. Ability to locate caverns from the surface would 
be very helpful in this regard. Drilling is effective but it only 
provides data on that precise location and a cavern could exist a few 
feet away. Where underground networks exist they are usually so irregu-
lar in their pattern that it is difficult to locate them. Therefore, 
drilling is not a practical solution for detection although it will con-
firm the existence of caverns detected by other means. Some other means 
are being studied. They include application of microwave technology and 
infrared imagery and study of fracture patterns d 1 . . J an geo og1cal teatures ·I 
Microwave for Detecting Caverns 
Kennedy (1968) made a study in California to test his theories 
on use of microwave to detect subsurface voids. He selected an area of 
known karst topography which had been surveyed. His object was to have 
another means of verifying his findings. He did have some suc_ess in 
locat ing caverns 12 to 60 feet below the surface in soil containing 26 
percent moisture, but he concluded that the surveys do not establish 
that microwave radiometry can uniquely identify subsurface voids. He 
pointed out that factors such as surface roughness and soil moisture 
can cause radiometric temperature anomalies. 
Richer (1970) commented on Kennedy ' s paper and did net. agree 
that micrO\vaves can peneLrate 12 to 60 [cc:::t o[ damp oil. HC:! sugges ts 
I 
.l 
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that the cold temperatures measured over the cave areas is a surface 
moisture and slope phenomenon rather than tha t of penetration. 
Infrared Imagery 
Sabins (1969) reviewed the technology of thermal infrared imag-
ing and presented a previously unpublished example of imagery that pro-
vides more geological information than existing aerial photography. He 
discusses techniques and shows maps illustrating results. Sabins con-
eluded that Infrared imagery provides valuable information about the 
thermal characteristics of the surface of the surface of the earth and 
that the example described in the article has greater contrast and reso-
lution than conventional aerial photography. He does not suggest it as 
a replacement for aerial. photography. 
I ,, 
Fracture Patterns and Existing Sinkholes 
Fracture patterns are useful in analyzing probable areas of 
future sinkhole activity; however, they should be used with caution. 
They are not true indicators of probable sinkhole activity, but may be 
helpful in supporting opinions based on other data. They are usually 
prepar ed by qualified geologists using aerial photos. Features are 
studied and based on certain indications found, fracture lines are 
plotted. The process is often repeated by other qualified geologists 
until a reliable set of fracture lines are developed. They usually 
occur in pairs, with two line s intersecting each other. Some profes-
sionals are of the opinion that these fracture patterns can be used to 
determine the probabl line of fut ure s i nkhole d evelopm~nt in an area 
't·Jith r ecentlr d evelop~~~~~~ . This method should be usc: with 
=-·==-==IF=== 
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caution because of the various directions possible. For instance , 
existing sinkholes could be lined up parallel with either set of frac-
ture lines or with intersections of fracture lines. An example of a 
fracture pattern in Central Florida is shown in Figure 6. Orange and 
Seminole Counties are emphasized. 
Special Features 
There is insufficient data on . which to conclude that s inkhole 
activity can be predicted using · knowledge of certain geographical 
features. Ho-v!ever , there are fairly good indicators 'ivhich are useful 
in comparing probabilities of one region to another. This is generally 
observed in studying the map in Figure 7 and the larger map from which 
it \vas taken. (See U. S. Depar t ment of Interior--Geologica l Survey) 
Map, "State of Florida", 1967.) Such a map would be of limited detail-
ed value in assisting with sinkhole prediction. Its application appea 
to be more appropriately applied to regions than to precise l ocations . 
The map and the definitions of the areas as shown do indicate that some 
areas are more likely to have future sinkhole activity than others. 
Some of the more readily identifiable features which may be 
useful in assessing relative probabilities of sinkhole occurrence are : 
a) Loose porous sandy soil providing access to limestone. 
b) Piezometric level below the surface . 
c) Ov erburden over the limestone 1 ss than or equal t o 100 
feet. 
d) Recent sinkhole activity . 
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Fi.g. 6 . --Section of a map depicting "fracture pattern" in Central Florida . Taken 
from larger map furnished by Ardaman & Associates, which is based on a map prepared 
by the State Board of Conservation, Florida Geological Survey - Geological Bulletin 
No . 33 . (1951) 
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FlGURE 2 
Area T Limestone covered by mcxlerote to thick 
overburden, in which the water table and/or 
piezometric surface lies near or at the 
ground ~urface .... lncludf:s area of Florida 
in which artesian flow occurs. 
Area li Limestone co'l' ered by mode rate overburden ~ith 
the water tab le or piezomet ric surface lying 
below the top of rock basins. A well develope-d 
karst present, intersected in Iorge port by the water tooble. 
Area ill l imestone l)•ing at or ncar the ground surface 
with thin ov\'J;burden. Well developed karst. 
AreoN Combinat ions of Areal Tiandill, where deep dewat0ring 
has occurred ... ond sinkhole collapse is occurring 
throu gh dropping of deep and wide plugs of earth. 
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Fig . 7 . --Section of a map of the · State · 6f Florida, modified to show areas of karst 
activity in r€lation to certain geologic features . Print from which this map was 
taken \vas furnished by the Florida Bureau of Geology. As shown, the original map was 
prepared by the U. S . Geological Survey . 
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When the above indicators ar e combined with significant lowering of the 
water table, the probability of sinkhole occurrence is assumed to be 
relatively high. 
I 
l i 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions reached based on material researched and analy-
sis of data are summarized as follows: 
a ) Sinkholes do have adverse effects on man's environment as 
well as some good effects. 
b) There is not sufficient data collected and availabl e for 
study to provide the depth of knowledge required to substantially reduce 
the adverse effects of sinkholes on man 's environment in Florida. 
c) Professional opinions on sinkhole behavior, except for 
certain basic fundamentals, are stated \vith much caution. 
d) Some fundamental principle:; &rc k-:::.::::1·~-:::. .:.tr:d gener.:::.ll)' c.g!'e _d 
upon concerning how caverns are formed and various ways in which sink-
holes can occur. 
e ) Little is known on how to reliably detect existence of 
underground caverns and determine size and shape. 
f) There appears· to be a cor~elation between water table levels 
and sinkhole occurrences. 
g) Substantially more sinkholes occur in May than in any other 
month,. based on data in Central Florida. 
h) Recharge of aquifers through existing sinkholes i1:: vital to 
maintaining adequate water table levels in Central Florida. 
i) Lowering of water tables can increase likelihood of sinkhole 
activity . 
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RECO}U1ENDAT I ON S 
-- -
The following recommendations are made based on the research 
conducted and the findings: 
a ) One single agency, preferably a State agency, util izing 
geologists and engineers, be given .responsibility for: 
i ) Collecting all known data on existing and fu ture 
sinkholes. 
ii) Compiling and analyzing the data continuously. 
iii) Categorizing sinkholes by type and probable cause . 
iv) Publishing documentation 0n findings periodically and 
making it readily available. 
b) Measures be studied to control drainage and disposal of 
wastes into sinkholes in order to r educe possibility of contaoination. 
c ) Further continuous research be undertaken by qualif ied 
geologists and engineers. Examples of the topics for the research 
include: 
i) Analyze geological features and determine w:.1ich most 
likely indicate high probability of sinkhole activity. 
ii) Compile comprehensive listing of known sink oles and 
note significant features . 
iii) Analyze frequency of occurrence of recent sinkholes 
and predict future trends. 
iv) Study e{fects of artesian and nonartesian ~ater table 
46 
v) Determine trends in water table levels, based on all 
knom1 data available. 
vi) Determine extent to \vhich sinkholes are being used for 
dispo sal of contaminants, including organic wastes , 
chemical wastes, and toxic \vastes (including pes tic~ 
vii) Study techniques for predicting sinkhole occurrence . 
==~===================================================~==== 
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